
"Splendid work by fire watchers" - Holy Trinity's Survival in Hull's Blitz  The guide book for Holy Trinity suggests that the church was spared damage from bombing in World War Two because the German Luftwaffe used it as a convenient marker to help them more easily target the rest of the city. This always seems difficult to accept whenever I read it; surely the natural 'T' shape formed by the meeting of the River Hull and Humber would serve just as well? Why leave standing a building that represented so much comfort and hope to a beleaguered population when destroying Holy Trinity could hit hard at the spirit and morale of the local population?  Recently a controversy about Hull being overlooked by the BBC for an upcoming TV series to mark the 75th anniversary of the Blitz made me consider this story of Holy Trinity's escape and look again at some of the evidence that suggests a different picture. In particular I was drawn to two pieces of evidence I was aware of that hinted it was more likely kept safe due to preparedness and hard work by local people, rather than being a target considered 'off limits' by the Luftwaffe.  The Hull Daily Mail of 9th June 1941 has an article that details the churches damaged and destroyed by the May raids on the city. It is a heavy toll. Thanks is given in the article that Holy Trinity escaped major damage and particular mention is made of the efforts of the team of the church's fire watchers to protect it from incendiary bombs that had fallen onto the roof.    "Serious damage has also been done to three other local Anglican churches - St. Stephens; St. Luke's, and St. Philip's.  Splendid work by fire watchers saved Holy Trinity Church from serious damage. An incendiary bomb fell on the roof, but the watchers quickly accounted for it. There was a danger that sparks from nearby premises would set the church on fire, but by spraying the north end corner of the building with the aid of stirrup pumps they kept the church immune from fire."  One of the fire watchers that offered his services to protect Holy Trinity was William Todd; known as 'Bill' to his family and friends. I know a little bit about him too because his granddaughter Veronica 'welcomes' visitors to the church and showed me Bill's official air raid warden's certificate. He was verger at the church for many years and during the war would leave his house in South Church Side on an evening and climb the narrow and winding stone staircase up the tower to take his place on the roof ready to respond to any threat to the church from the falling bombs.  Bill Todd's Air Raid Warden 'licence'  Having climbed the stairs to the roof of the church myself I know that it is no easy feat. By the time I reached the top I was panting for breath and pleased to be able to rest. How much more difficult must it have been for Bill Todd and his fellow fire watchers spending hours up there under the threat of bombs and shrapnel. Allowed no clear lights; little shelter from the cold winds blowing off the river; seeing well-known landmarks in the city hit by bombs; fires glowing all around on the nights of air raids. As the article from June 1941 tells us they were 



certainly called into action at least once to prevent fire spreading and destroying the roof. If they had needed to get off the roof quickly their only route down would be back via the winding stone stairs. Doubtless they were just one group of many brave citizens of Hull who protected buildings in the city with only a stirrup pump and bucket of water to defend themselves. Without the efforts of Bill and the other fire watchers at Holy Trinity in May 1941 the church might have suffered the fate of many other Hull churches with major fire damage. Perhaps the fact that they could get onto the roof via the tower made protecting the church more feasible than for those other Hull churches.  Another Hull Daily Mail article, this time from 4th February 1946, points to further evidence against the suggestion that the  preservation of Holy Trinity Church during the Hull Blitz was a 'gift'  from the Luftwaffe. By the time of the article any danger from bombs was now confined to unexploded ones that remained to be discovered in the city. This is exactly what the article describes as a 2,500 lb bomb was defused and recovered from the Market Place by Royal Engineers. Whilst not falling directly on the church, a bomb of such a huge size would have created devastation over a large part of the surrounding area, including Holy Trinity. Fortunately, on the occasion it was dropped, the church must have had a special protection to safeguard it; the bomb failed to explode but buried itself deeply into the ground nearby.   Hull's blitz devastated the city and killed over a thousand people. Evidence offered here suggests that Holy Trinity's survival was due as much to the efforts of Bill Todd and other unknown fire watchers as to any Luftwaffe expedience.  When we visit the church today we should give thanks for the efforts of those people who put themselves in danger and helped ensure the wartime survival of a vital symbol of Hull.  


